Maria Pellicano Biography
Maria Pellicano is a singer, songwriter, recording artist, director and founder of SingOut Singing & Performance school. Maria is a qualified singing teacher certified with the Institute of Vocal Advancement and also
certified level four (4) life coach and NLP practitioner.
Maria has over 16 years experience working with performers, musicians and singing teachers. Maria is passionate and has focused her attention to train and mentor singing students and professional voice users by
developing their vocal technique, vocal production, unique artistry and live performance skills. Maria has
expertise in “Speech Level Singing” technique and is passionate and qualified in Human Behavior and Potential. Over the years she has observed that students benefit greatly from not only specific and tailored
technical vocal exercises but also with skills that assist in having a high performance mindset. Maria uses
her versatile skill set to help students develop strategies for personal power that enable them achieve outstanding outcomes in their musical aspirations.
Maria Pellicano’s students are empowered to not only be technically great singers but also powerful and provoking performers who engage with audiences emotionally through the power of authentic and creative expression. Maria has developed the ultimate program called “The Successful Singer’s MindSet”. Through this
program she inspires singing students, teachers and public speakers, by using mindset strategies that empowers and builds confidence, making the presentation or performance believable on stage. Even more this
program can transform a musical passion from a hobby to a business. The exclusive program is currently
available in Video and eBook format and can be downloaded by subscribing on her monthly newsletter.
Maria has more than 25 years of performing experience at cafés, churches, clubs and reception venues, as
well as the National Theatre, Victorian Concert Hall, Victorian State Theatre and The Melbourne
Entertainment Centre. She accompanies herself on guitar or piano and performs also in Italian. Her travels
have taken her from leading singing in local congregations and community groups to running workshops and
performing in Singapore, Fiji and across Australia. Maria loves singing in community environments and
involving her audience and will use sing along to encourage participation. Maria’s live performances are
warm and down to earth- there is a sense of something real and honest.
Maria has produced and recorded over 20 original compositions, recorded three CD’s “Breathe” in 1998 and
“Your Voice” 2005 and “Shine” 2013. The songs are currently published and available on “Songs that Unite”
website. Her style of music has a gospel, soulful sound mixed with an acoustic pop rock feel that has widespread appeal across all ages and cultures. Her songs encourage, motivate and inspire spiritual searching.
Maria has networked with a global network of master teachers who instruct in the renowned “Speech Level
Singing” vocal technique. This is a popular technique used by 120 Grammy Award Winners. She maintains
accreditation by continuous training and development in this method. Furthermore, as a master coach in
Nerolinguistic programming, Maria is a member of The Coaching Institute and continues to further her
qualifications with ongoing studies and research in Human Behaviour and Potential.
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For Further information and bookings
email: mariapellicano@bigpond.com
www.mariapellicano.com

